S3
. Multiple conformations of asparagine residues in PDB 3m91. (A) The structure is a staggered bundle of four-helices, with asparagine residues stabilizing the central pair of helices. Asparagine residues are also found at the peripheral helices and compete with the hydrogen-bonding potential of the central pair. (B) Viewed from above, multiple rotamers can be adopted by each of the asparagine residues in the structure. (C) All combinations of rotamers available to an asparagine pair, superposed on the central helix pair of 3M91. Not all these combinations would be permissible due to steric clashing. A simulation which has converged should show a similar distribution of RMSD values for each replica, demonstrating that each replica has had the opportunity to sample the same conformational space. C) The Asn-at-a simulation showed continual interchange between side-chain conformations (i) and (ii). D) The Asn-at-d simulation showed very few hydrogen bonds made between N-at-d, and where occurred, a deformation of the helical dimeric structure was observed (E, example from ~28ns).
